Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. my moms car have a flat tire this morning

___________________________________________________ _________________________

2. Write the definition for the word election from the dictionary.

___________________________________________________ _________________________

3. Circle the prefix and/or suffix. Write the base word on the line.
   tenderly __________  defrosted _________  forecaster _________

4. Create a sentence using quotation marks and a possessive pronoun.

___________________________________________________ _________

5. Create a sentence with the plural form of berry.

___________________________________________________ _________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. whose nocking on the door asked sadie

___________________________________________________ _________________________

2. Write the syllabication and part of speech for the word election from the dictionary.

___________________________________________________ _________________________

3. Create a sentence using the prepositional phrase under the bed.

___________________________________________________ _________________________

4. Use context clues to figure out the underlined word. Write a synonym for the word.

We were late for school, so we hastened our steps.

   synonym _________________________________

5. Create a sentence using the prefix sub and a verb.

___________________________________________________ _________________________
1. We went to Florida, Georgia, and Alabama for vacation.

2. Write the guide words from the dictionary for the word election.

3. Add a compound subject to finish the sentence.

   ____________________________ played in the yard.

4. Create a sentence using the name of a friend as a possessive.

   __________________________________________________________

5. Add the homophones of the words below.

   flour __________________ eight __________________

1. Miss Smith's birthday was on Saturday.

2. Write a sentence using the word election.

   __________________________________________________________

3. Create a sentence using a compound subject.

   __________________________________________________________

4. Use there and they’re in a sentence.

   __________________________________________________________

5. Write antonyms for the words below.

   quiet ____________ kind ____________ deceitful ____________
Use editing marks to correct the paragraphs. Rewrite the paragraphs.

Food chains show how living things get energy. There are several parts of a food chain. Producers use the sun's light to make their own food. The energy is passed on to consumers that eat the producers. Grass, wheat, and trees are examples of producers.

Write a paragraph from the first person point of view of a worm.